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Abstract

In robotics, the key requirement for achieving autonomy is to provide robots

with the ability to accurately map an environment and simultaneously localize

themselves within that environment. This problem is referred to as Simultaneous

Localization and Mapping (SLAM). In this research, a decentralized platform for

SLAM with multiple robots has been developed. Single-robotSLAM is achieved

through Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) data fusion. This approach is then ex-

tended to multiple-robot SLAM with a novel occupancy grid map fusion algorithm.

Map fusion is achieved through a multi-step process that includes image pre-

processing, segmentation, cross correlation, approximating the relative transfor-

mation matrix, tuning of the transformation matrix, and finally verification of the

result. Results are shown from tests performed in real-world environments with

multiple homogeneous robotic platforms.1
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1 Introduction

The first step required to provide any kind of robotic autonomy is for a robot agent to be

able to build a map of its environment and localize itself within it. It cannot be assumed

that the agent will have a map of the environment, so the mapping and localization tasks

must occur simultaneously. This process is referred to as Simultaneous Localization

and Mapping (SLAM). The central goal of this research is to develop a unified structure

for solving the SLAM map merging problem for multiple robots.

SLAM is achieved through the process of mapping out an unknown environment

and generating a consistent map by fusing sensory information. Typical sensors used

include encoders for wheeled robots, Inertial MeasurementUnits (IMU), cameras [29],

and laser rangefinders [31] among others. Using SLAM, the position of the robot can

be updated and the environmental map can be built and maintained [37].

Numerous methods have been proposed for SLAM but generally they can be di-

vided into two groups:

• Feature-based SLAM: Uses extracted features or landmarks in the environment

and keeps a list of them as part of the map [30], [14]. As a result this method

requires feature extraction and is therefore limited to environments with features.

Most feature-based solutions use vision sensors [8], underwater sonar [19], [24],

or occasionally LiDAR [3].

• View-based and appearance-based SLAM: Are based on raw sensor data pro-

cessing techniques. View-based SLAM usually requires a laser rangefinder (Li-

DAR) [13], [15] while appearance-based SLAM is achieved with a camera [35].

In view-based SLAM, scan matching [23], [26], [6] is used forthe data as-

sociation of the laser measurements and the map is represented in occupancy

grid format [32], [9]. In appearance-based SLAM the appearance of the cur-

rent view is compared with the available views (reference images) to localize the
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robot [35], [20].

The majority of past literature has focused on SLAM with one sensing platform.

Using multiple robots for SLAM has the advantage that exploration and mapping tasks

can be done faster and more accurately. In addition, a distributed system is more robust

since the failure of any one of the robots does not halt the entire mission [4]. Collabo-

ration based operations such as fire fighting in forest and urban areas, rescue operations

in natural disasters, cleaning marine oil spills, underwater and space exploration, se-

curity, surveillance and maintenance investigations needto be completed quickly and

autonomously and require localization and mapping.

Having multiple robots adds a new layer of challenges to the SLAM problem. In a

multi-robot framework, each agent should achieve its own goals, which are to provide

an accurate estimation of its surroundings and current position, while contributing to

the global coordinated tasks. This requires that each robotreact to information obtained

from other robots, and also incorporate new information into its decision structure to

react to environmental changes. An increase in the number ofrobots will increase

the time and space complexity as well as the reliance on reliable communications. It

should be avoided that one robot performing poor mapping adversely affects the maps

of others.

Sharing data among robots is a fundamental issue in multiple-robot SLAM. Past ap-

proaches to collaborative SLAM can generally be categorized based on whether they

share raw sensor data [18] or processed data [4]. Raw sensor data means that sensed

information such as laser ranger measurements and wheel odometry readings are not

processed. In processed data, such as a map or poses of robots, sensor readings are

processed through filtering or smoothing or other methods. Sharing raw sensor data

results in more flexibility but requires high bandwidth and reliable communication be-

tween robots as well as more processing power. In contrast, sharing maps uses less

bandwidth and there is no need to process raw data redundantly; however, the perfor-
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mance is dependent on the quality of maps. The latter method is usually referred to

as map merging or map fusion. The works by Thrun [39] and Howard [18] are ex-

amples of sharing raw laser and odometry data among robots. The works by Carpin

et al. [5] and Birk et al. [4] are examples of sharing processed maps between robots.

The choice of the method depends on several factors such as the application and the

available resources.

It should be emphasized that the accuracy of any multiple robot SLAM solution

which is based on the map merging, depends on the accuracy of the individual local

maps of the robots. Therefore to have a better and consistentglobal map, it is important

to use a robust SLAM solution to generate local maps. The proposed method is a map

merging solution, and unlike filtering methods, it does not cause accumulated errors. In

the proposed method, similar map segments from both maps areprocessed to calculate

the relative transformation of the maps. Then using this transformation, a global map

is generated.

In [34], a feature-based multiple robot SLAM algorithm is proposed which uses

an information filter. A feature-based multiple robot localization is proposed in [22]

where fuzzy sets are used to represent uncertain position information and fuzzy in-

tersection [28] is used to fuse data. In [38] an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-based

solution is proposed where features and poses are filtered byKalman filtering. In [12]

feature-based visual SLAM using particle filtering is proposed. In multi-agent systems,

communication limitation is another important issue. In [2] an algorithm for merging

feature-based maps with limited communication is introduced. In [21] feature-based

map merging for multiple robots under limited communication is proposed where de-

termining and extracting good features remain as future work.

While the feature-based paradigm has been shown to be efficient and effective in

certain environments, in general this is not the case mainlydue to the loss of the data in

the representation of the map as a set of features and its dependency on the quality of
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the feature extraction algorithm[33]. With the available powerful onboard processing

capabilities, it is possible to use view-based SLAM for multiple robot SLAM and avoid

the loss of information.

In the method proposed in [18], raw sensor measurements are shared among robots.

Particle filtering is used for data fusion and it is assumed that the robots will meet each

other at a point. At the meeting point, the robots determine their relative positions and

can work backwards to fuse all the previous raw data. The assumption that the robots

can meet at a point is the main drawback of the solution. In [4]a solution is presented

based on occupancy map merging. This method uses map-distance as a similarity index

and tries to find similar patterns in two maps based on a randomwalk algorithm. The

main drawback of this method is that it usually fails especially when there are fewer

overlaps between the maps. The work in [11] is based on [4], but at the single robot

level, Distributed Particle SLAM (DP-SLAM) version 2.0 [10] is used. The method

proposed in [4] and used in [11] does not scale well with the size of the environment.

A similar method is proposed in [5] with simulated annealingand hill climbing used to

merge maps. This method also becomes ineffective in maps with less overlaps.

Map merging requires finding the overlap between maps without anya priori knowl-

edge about the robots’ relative positions. Given two or moreoccupancy grid maps,

overlaps can be identified by extracting certain features from maps and comparing

them. These features are grid map features (such as geometric shapes or combinations

of lines) and should not be confused with features used in thefeature-based SLAM.

For example, two parallel straight walls, representing a corridor, can be considered an

occupancy grid feature. Once these common features are identified, it is possible to use

them for finding the relative transformation between maps. Different approaches are

available to extract features like line segments from maps and then compare them [16],

[25]. The Hough transform [7] and the Radon transform [27] are two classical methods

for line extraction which have different applications. In [25] different solutions of line
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extraction such as Split-Merge and the Hough transform are compared.

In this research, the proposed solution to merge occupancy grid maps is based on

matching segments in the maps that are not straight lines. Featured segments carry

more information than straight lines making the matching process more robust since

unique features are less likely to be incorrectly matched. This novel map feature ex-

traction is based on processing histograms of map segments.In a typical grid map

which is full of similar right angle corners and straight walls, it can robustly identify

unique map features and use them for map fusion.

In the mapping process, uncertainty in system modeling, measurement and process-

ing causes noise accumulation in the grids of the map. For example, a single occupied

point (cell) in the real world can cause many surrounding cells to appear occupied be-

cause of the sensor and process uncertainty. As a result, more processing power will be

required to handle the falsely detected occupied cells. As acontribution of this paper,

to solve this problem, edges of obstacles are extracted by the Canny edge detector al-

gorithm, then, since the artificial thickness of the obstacles caused by sensor noise will

result in multiple edges being produced, a novel edge smoothing method is applied to

remove redundant edges.

To find overlaps between the smoothed edge maps, usually an exhaustive search

method is required over the whole domain of the maps. As another contribution of this

paper, map features are extracted and processed to reduce the domain of the search.

Most map feature extraction methods like the Split-Merge, the Radon and the Hough

transform algorithms rely only on straight lines and ignorefeatured segments. In this

paper a novel map feature extraction is introduced that analyzes the histogram of oc-

cupied map segments. If the histogram of a segment satisfies specific criteria, it is

accepted as a featured segment of the map.

The next step is to determine the transformation using the extracted features. First

an approximate transformation is determined by matching features, then the results of
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the transformation are tuned to provide a better transformation.

The result is a multi-step robust and accurate map merging algorithm that is capable

of merging maps with minimal overlap from multiple robots without knowing their

relative poses.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section will present a more

detailed problem statement. Section 3 introduces the proposed method for multiple

robot SLAM, Section 4 presents some experimental results, and Section 5 makes some

general conclusions and discusses future work.

2 Problem Statement

In this section, formal definitions and requirements for themultiple robot SLAM are

presented. First single robot SLAM is introduced mathematically, then the occupancy

grid map is defined and finally the map merging problem is discussed.

2.1 Single Robot SLAM

The mathematical model of a mobile robot is presented as

xt = f(xt−1, ut) + rt (1)

zt = h(xt) + vt, (2)

wheref(·) andh(·) are the nonlinear process and observation models.xt is the 2D pose

of the robot at timet which includes 2D Cartesian coordinates and the orientation of the

robot.ut is the control signal which for ground robots could be determined from wheel

encoders or an IMU.rt andvt are known Gaussian process and observation noises.

The state of the system is filtered by an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [33]. The data

association of the EKF-based SLAM which provides observation signals from sensors

and relates different observation at different times is called scan matching [23], [6].
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Given two scans at timest andt−1, scan matching provides the relative transformation

between the two scans. The filtered state together with lasermeasurements of range

from obstacles are used to generate an occupancy grid map representation of the world.

2.2 Occupancy Grid Mapping

Occupancy grid mapping is a standard method for mapping using range measurements.

A mapm can be represented as a set ofN grid cells, each with an associated binary

random variable, representing its occupancy:

m = {mi}, i = 1, ..., N. (3)

The binary random variable specifies whether a cell is occupied (‘1’) or free (‘0’), then

p(mi = 1) or p(mi) represents the probability that the cell is occupied.

In an occupancy grid map, it is desired to calculate the posterior over the map given

the trajectory of the robot and available measurements as follows [33]

p(m|z1:t, x1:t) =
∏

i

p(mi|z1:t, x1:t) (4)

The factorization defined in (4) makes updating the map tractable.

Assuming initially a celli hasunknownoccupancy,p(mi) = 0.5, at time t, if

the cell is in the perception field of the range sensor, its value is calculated using the

following recursive relation:

lt,i = lt−1,i + log
p(mi|zt, xt)

1− p(mi|zt, xt)
. (5)

wherelt,i is referred to as the log odds and is defined as

lt,i = log
p(mi|z1:t, x1:t)

1− p(mi|z1:t, x1:t)
, (6)
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Thelog oddsrepresentation avoids numerical instabilities for probabilities near zero or

one. The probability ofp(mi|zt, xt) is sensor specific and for a laser rangefinder can

be modeled using the approach presented in [33].

2.3 Map Merging

Let a transformation be composed of a2× 2 rotation matrixRθ and a2× 1 translation

vectorT as follows

Rθ =







cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ






, T =







δx

δy






, (7)

Letm1 andm2 be two occupancy grid maps. Assuming thatm2 is merged intom1, the

map merging problem is defined as: find a rotation matrix,Rθ and a translation vector,

T which transformsm2 such that the overlaps ofm1 and the transformedm2, m′
2, fall

squarely on top of each other. To do this it is required to maximize a verification index

defined on the merged map:

(Rθ, T ) = argmax
θ,δx,δy

V (m1,m
′

2), (8)

wherem′
2 means that them2 is transformed according toRθ andT . V (·) is a criterion

that evaluates the merging process and will be explained in subsequent sections.

This optimization is not easy to solve analytically and mostmethods [5], [4] use

an exhaustive search to find a transformation matrix and thencheck (8) to see if it is

satisfied. This paper proposes a novel approach that uses image processing techniques

to find a good estimate of the optimizedRθ andT very efficiently, therefore greatly

reducing the domain of the search and the computational effort required.

Fig. 1 depicts an example of map merging with three maps. The overlap between

map1 andmap2 is shown with a dashed ellipse and the overlap betweenmap1 and
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Figure 1: An example of map merging. Three maps are merged to form a complete
map of the environment. The overlap betweenmap1 andmap2 is shown with a dashed
ellipse. The overlap betweenmap1 andmap3 is shown by a solid line ellipse.

map3 is shown by a solid line ellipse. To find the required transformation, the first

step is to identify overlaps, then use the overlaps to calculate the alignment and finally

verify the results using (8).

The map merging problem can be interpreted as a special case of image registration

in computer vision where images are maps with special geometry. However, the prob-

lem is that in multiple robot map merging, the percentage of overlap between maps is

usually low.

After finding the relative transformation between two maps,m1 andm2, the occu-

pancy grid map probabilities are combined to produce the final map. The data that is

received from the transformed map,m′
2 is akin to a batch of sensor data and should be

incorporated by using the additive property of the log odds representation of occupancy
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originally defined in (6):

lfusedt,i = l1t,i + l′2t,i (9)

for all i = 1..N . Wherel1t,i andl′2t,i are defined in (6). The superscript indices are used

to identify the maps,l1 is for m1 andl′2 is for m′
2. lfused represents the fused map,

mfused.

3 Proposed Method

As mentioned, multiple robot SLAM has the advantage that it is more efficient and

robust to robot failure at the cost of increased developmentand computational com-

plexity. In multiple robot SLAM, the map provided by each robot in its own reference

coordinates is called the local map. Each local map is generated from coordinated laser

scans. Each robot tries to integrate all of the local maps provided by the other robots to

generate a global map of the environment. However, this is a difficult task because the

required alignments or transformation matrices which relate these maps to one another

are unknown. The misalignment of the maps is caused by the fact that the relative

poses between the robots are unknown. As a result, once the map fusion process has

successfully found a transformation between the robots, itcan be used to merge the

local maps from that point onwards.

3.1 Overview of Proposed Method

The proposed map fusion algorithm in this paper is based on a search and verification

algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the algorithm for two robots,robot1 androbot2 with unknown

relative positions and each with its own local map,map1 andmap2 respectively.

This algorithm is scalable and can be used for more than two robots. Maps in this

algorithm are assumed to be in the form of the occupancy grid maps [33].

According to Fig. 2, the diagram of the system, the inputs aremap1 andmap2.
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Figure 2: The proposed map fusion algorithm. Two input maps,map1 andmap2, are
fused by finding their relative transformation matrix. No prior information is available
regarding the relative position of two respective robots.

The algorithm is composed of three main steps:

• Preprocessing: In this step maps are processed to reduce the computational

demand in the next steps and obstacles are represented in an abstract form.

• Finding overlaps: Common parts between maps are extracted in this step. These

overlaps are used in the next step.

• Finding relative pose: In this step, overlaps are used to calculate the transfor-

mation matrix. The results are tuned and verified in this step.

First, in theEdge Detectionblock, the Canny edges of the maps are extracted.

Then, in theEdge Smoothingblock, the extracted edges are smoothed to facilitate
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processing in the subsequent blocks. In theSegmentationblock, a segment of ob-

stacles in the smoothed map is selected. The segment is passed through theSegment

Verification block to ensure that it contains enough unique geometric information to

be used for comparison. The segmentation and verification process continues until an

acceptable segment is found or a maximum number of search iterations is reached. The

same process is done onmap2. If acceptable segments from both maps are found then

the selected segments are tested for similarity in theCross Correlation block. If the

selected segments are deemed to be congruent, then they are passed to thePose Ex-

traction block where a rough estimate of the relative pose of the robots is determined.

In the Pose Tuningblock, the orientation of the approximate relative pose is further

tuned using the Radon transform [27] and then the translation elements of the relative

pose are tuned by a similarity index. In thePose Verificationblock, the final results

are verified. If pose verification rejects the calculated transformation, then the process

can start over with other segments generated in theSegmentationblock or at a later

time when maps have more overlaps. This is not shown in the block diagram to keep it

simple. In the following sections, each block is explained in detail.

3.2 Edge Detection

The first processing block isEdge Detection. Here, noisy measurements are removed

from both maps using a smoothing filter and then edges are detected using the Canny

edge detection method [36]. Canny edge detection involves the following steps: 1) The

input image is filtered by convolving it with a Gaussian filter, 2) The gradient of the

image,J is calculated and has components along the horizontal and vertical axes as

given by:

J = Jx î+ Jy ĵ. (10)
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3) From the derivatives, the edge strength and direction canbe determined by:

Es =
√

J2
x + J2

y , (11)

Eo = arctan(
Jy
Jx

). (12)

4) Non-maximum suppression is performed on the map. In non-maximum suppres-

sion, cells whose values ofEs are not larger than their neighbors along the direction

perpendicular to the edge orientation inEo are set to zero. 5) A hysteresis threshold-

ing is performed: given a high thresholdth and a low thresholdtl(th ≥ tl) cells are

marked as edges if either: 1)Es ≥ th or 2)Es ≥ tl and connected to an established

edge point̂e by other points with strengthEs ≥ tl in the direction of the edge at̂e.

Once this five step process is complete, a binary image is generated where a ‘1’

represents an edge cell.

This process is necessary because the occupancy grid mapping shows boundaries

of obstacles as thicker than they are in reality due to the noise in sensor measurements.

Using edge detection, it is possible to extract the exact obstacle boundaries to be used

in the other blocks so that the map can be processed more accurately and efficiently.

3.3 Edge Smoothing

The next block isEdge Smoothing. Here, the Canny edges are used to estimate the

most probable locations of the obstacles. The objective is to remove redundant edges

caused by the noisy laser sensor measurements and select themost likely locations of

the obstacles.

The error of laser measurements follows a Gaussian distribution. As an example,

Fig. 3-a depicts a 2D Gaussian distribution along a curve where the distribution at each

point is given by:
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f(x, y) =
1

2πσxσy

e
−

(x−µx)2

2σ2
x

−
(y−µy )2

2σ2
y , (13)

whereσx andσy are variance values andµx andµy are mean values for two uncorre-

lated variables,x andy.

Figure 3:a) A 2D Gaussian distribution with no truncation. The meshed plane is the
truncation surface.b) Any point below the surface is set to zero to produce a truncated
Gaussian distribution.c) Middle point of edges.

Through the edge detection operation, the Gaussian distribution from Fig. 3-a is

truncated based on the Canny thresholdth andtl to produce the edges shown in Fig.

3-b. However, the edge detection algorithm has produced twoedges where only one

obstacle exists in reality. These two edges are reduced to one, which resides at the peak

of the Gaussian distribution as shown in Fig. 3-c.

In the implementation, it is therefore reasonable to assumethat pairs of nearby

edges actually represent only a single edge, which can be assumed to be at a location

equidistant from the two original (redundant) edges. The location of the new edge is

found by performing averaging in the horizontal and vertical directions as described in

detail in Algorithm 1.

More specifically, suppose that we have two adjacent edgesC1 and C2 that are

output from the Canny edge detector. Assuming that the two edges are close enough

that they actually only represent one true obstacle, the most probable position of the
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Figure 4: Vertical and horizontal scans for a simple edge map(dt = 6). a) Original
map: two adjacent edges,C1 andC2 are shown in the map.b) Output after the horizon-
tal scan.c) Output after the vertical scan.d) Output after both scans. FinalP curve for
C1 andC2, mentioned in (14), is the output of the process.

obstacle,P , is given by

P = C1 ⊕ C2, (14)

where the operator⊕ performs middle curve extraction on two dimensional curvesof

C1 andC2 by doing an averaging in the horizontal and vertical directions, and outputs

the set of pointsP that represent the best approximation of the actual location of the

obstacle.

It is difficult to generate closed mathematical representations ofC1 andC2, so the

operator⊕ can be defined as operating over the detected edges by scanning in the

vertical and horizontal directions. Algorithm 1 explains this process for a vertical scan.

The input to the algorithm is the edge map and the output is a smoothed edge map. First

the output matrix is initialized to a zero matrix (line 1). Ina vertical scan, (lines 2 to

17), all columns are processed for each row. Occupied cells in each row are identified

in line 5 and stored in a temporary variable (line 7). Once twooccupied cells are
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Algorithm 1 Scanning an edge map in a vertical direction.
Input: Edge map:ER×C ,
Output: Smoothed Edge mapSR×C ,

1: S(r, c)← 0, ∀(r1:R, c1:C)
2: for r = 1→ R do
3: n← 0, cell← ∅
4: for c = 1→ C do
5: if E(r, c) = 1 then
6: n← n+ 1
7: cell(n)← c
8: if n = 2 then
9: if 1 < cell(n)− cell(n− 1) < dt then

10: cs ← round((cell(n) + cell(n− 1))/2)
11: S(r, cs) = 1
12: end if
13: n← 0, cell← ∅
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for

identified (line 8), their distances are processed. If the distance between two occupied

cells is larger than one and less than some specified threshold dt, (line 9) then the

middle point of the two occupied cells is considered to be themost probable occupied

cell (line 10) and this cell is marked as an occupied cell in the output map (line 11).

This process continues for all cells in each row. A similar process is performed in the

horizontal direction. Fig. 4 shows a simple example of the scanning process (dt = 6).

The major benefit of smoothing edges is that the complexity and scale of the resulting

maps are reduced without any significant loss of data.

One major advantage of this approach is that the location of resulting edges should

be invariant to the quality of the sensor used, since noise isbeing filtered out. This is

important for map merging in the subsequent steps since if robots have variable sensing

capabilities, they should still be able to merge their maps.
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3.4 Segmentation

The next block is theSegmentationblock. The objective of this block is try to select

unique areas of each map so that they can be compared in the hope of finding parts of

the maps that are shared. These shared features are used to find the relative transforma-

tion matrix between the two robots. The Segmentation block looks for segments of the

map which have unique geometric properties, similar to the way the human brain func-

tions [17]. As a human being, our brain tries to find shared parts in different images

and then identifies the transformation based on those sharedparts. Specifically, parts

of the map that contain curves or angles are selected as good candidate segments. It is

also noted that segments should be made from the occupied cells. Because a normal

occupancy grid map will have significantly less occupied cells than free or unknown

cells.

The segment selection process begins with choosing a randomstart point in the

map, which can be any point that represents an occupied cell.A fixed number of

points,n, along the edge are then identified and represented as:

Pi =







xi

yi






, i = 1..n, (15)

wherePi is theith point of the segment andxi andyi denote the discrete points and

P0 is the first point of the segment which is a reference for otherpoints.

The segment is then processed to determine if it contains unique geometrical char-

acteristics by generating and analyzing two other vectors:the Euclidian distance vector,

D and the differential angle vector,∆:

D =

[

d1 d2 . . . dn

]

,

∆ =

[

δ1 δ2 . . . δn−1

]

, (16)
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where

di = ||Pi − P0||,

δi = ∠(Pi − P0)− ∠(Pi−1 − P0). (17)

Fig. 5-a illustratesdi and δi for three points. The vectorD of the segment is

invariant with respect to any rotation or translation of thesegment. The vector∆ will

differentiate between two segments which are mirror images.

The two characteristic vectors are a unique representation, Λ, of the original seg-

mentP as given by:

Λ = (D,∆). (18)

Theorem 1. From Λ and the starting location of the segment,P0, it is possible to

reconstruct the entire segmentP uniquely.

Proof. By induction:

Base case

P0 must be known.

Induction step

Assume thatk points in the segment are known. Fromdk+1, it is known that the point

Pk+1 lies on a circular locus of radiusdk+1 centered atP0 (see Fig. 5-b). Consider

that pointsP0 andPk are already located. Letφk = ∠(Pk − P0), which is the known

angle of pointk given that its exact location is already known. Letφk+1 = ∠(Pk+1 −

P0), which is unknown. From (17),δk+1 = φk+1 − φk. Rearranging givesφk+1 =

δk+1 + φk. Since both terms on the right hand side are known, the angleφk+1 can be

calculated. From the angle thatPk+1 makes withP0, the point on the circular locus

can be uniquely identified.
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Figure 5: A simple example of the segmentation.a) differential angles. b) recon-
structing a segment.

3.5 Segment Verification

To identify whether a segment is a good candidate for map fusion, a histogram method

is used. Two histograms are constructed to verify a segment.The first one is the

distance histogram,histd which is generated from the distance vector,D, and the

second is the arc histogram,hista, which is generated from the arc vector which is

defined as:

Ω =

[

ω1 ω2 . . . ωn−1

]

. (19)

Each arc is defined as

ωi = di+1

i
∑

j=1

δj , (20)

wherei = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.

The histograms are generated using a tunable number of bins,where the values

in the bins correspond to the number of elements of the vectorthat fall between the

boundaries specified for that bin. The number of bins should be chosen to sufficiently

represent the information in the segments. Algorithm 2 explains this process for a

1 × N vector,v1×N with a 1 × M bin vector specified bybin1×M . The output of

the algorithm is the histogram depicted by a vectorhist1×M . The number of bins
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chosen is important in order to get acceptable result. In this research, it is determined

experimentally over a set of trials.

Algorithm 2 Generating a histogram for a vector.

Input: v1×N = {vn}Nn=1, bin1×M = {bm}Mm=1,
Output: hist1×M = {hm}Mm=1,

1: hm ← 0, ∀hm,m = 1, ...M
2: for n = 1→ N do
3: for m = 1→M do
4: if (vn ≥ bm)&(vn < bm+1) then
5: hm ← hm + 1
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for

The distance histogram,histd, and arc histogram,hista are represented as:

histd =

[

hd1 hd2 . . . hdnd

]

,

hista =

[

ha1 ha2 . . . hana

]

, (21)

wherend is the number of the bins andhdj , j = 1, 2, . . . , nd is the value corresponding

to each bin forhistd, andna is the number of the bins andhak, k = 1, 2, . . . , na is the

value corresponding to each bin forhista. Fig. 6-b and Fig. 6-c show distance and arc

histograms of the segment shown in Fig. 6-a.

If the segment is a wall or flat surface, then the distance histogram will have a flat

shape, and the arc histogram will have almost all bins empty except for one. If there is

an angle in the segment, then the distance histogram will notbe flat and more than one

bin of the arc histogram will be non-empty.

To verify the acceptability of a segment, the following conditions should be met:

1) histd(j) 6= 0, ∀j = 1 . . . nd

2) The distance histogram should not be smooth:

max(histd)−min(histd) ≥ hd, (22)
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Figure 6: An example of distance and arc histograms.a) Points represent a segment.
b) Distance histogram of the segmentc) Arc histogram of the segment.

wherehd is a predefined threshold value.

3) The segment should not be discontinuous. A discontinuitywill cause a large

value in the arc vector, so the condition:

max(|ωi|) ≤ ωc, (23)

whereωc is a predefined threshold value that will reject segments with discontinuities.

For instance, by choosinghd = 3, andωc = 11, histograms shown in Fig. 6-b and

Fig. 6-c will verify the segment shown in Fig. 6-a. Selectionof these parameters are
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discussed in Section 4.4.

This novel histogram method is fast and is successful at identifying segments with

unique geometric properties.

It is important to note that the size of the occupancy grid mapcells is fixed across

all robots in the team. The result is that matching segments will be the same size across

all maps.

3.6 Cross Correlation

In the Cross Correlation block, the distance and arc histograms of the two selected

segments from the two maps are compared using a cross correlation technique. The

histograms are normalized and then a 2D cross correlation operation is applied. If the

distance and arc histograms are similar, then the result of each cross correlation will be

close to one and the segments are deemed a match. Otherwise, another segment from

map2 is selected and the process continues. If, for the selected segment frommap1,

no correspondence frommap2 can be found, then another segment frommap1 should

be selected. If no shared segment can be found after a certainnumber of trials, then

the two maps cannot be fused. To increase the confidence levelof the result of the

histogram matching, a correlation of the distance and arc vectors is also applied.

Given two vectors,u1×N andv1×N the following relation is used to calculate the

correlation coefficient as a measure of similarity.

r =

∑N

n=1
(un − ū)(vn − v̄)

√

(
∑N

n=1
(un − ū)2)(

∑N

n=1
(vn − v̄)2)

, (24)

whereū andv̄ are mean values of vectorsu andv respectively.

Fig. 7-a and Fig. 7-b show two segments, chosen for cross correlation. The match-

ing score of the segments, based on equation (24), is 0.95 (the maximum matching

score is 1), which means the segments are verified and can be used to calculate the
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relative transformation. Note that if there are multiple matching segments, for each

matching pair, a transformation is calculated based the rest of the algorithm. At the

end, only the transformation of the matching segment which results in the best verifi-

cation index, introduced in Section 3.9, is accepted.
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Figure 7: Two matching segmentsa) The first segment.b) The second segment. In
both figures, the centroids of the segments are indicated by red dots and are used to
calculate the relative translation. The difference of the slope of the fitted lines, shown
in red, is used to calculate the relative rotation.

3.7 Pose Extraction

After finding matching segments from both maps, thePose Extractionblock is exe-

cuted. First, the approximate relative rotation is determined, and then the rotation is

used to find the approximate translation. To determine the rotation, a line is fitted for

each segment using minimum least-squares error. The difference in the slopes of the

two fitted lines gives the approximate rotation angle between the two maps. If the slope

of the fitted line for the selected segment ofmap1 is a1 and ofmap2 is a2, then the

approximate rotation angle,αapp is:

αapp = arctan2(a1)− arctan2(a2) (25)
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wherearctan2 is the arc tangent function that bounds the output to the interval (−π, π].

Fitted lines to segments in Fig. 7-a and Fig. 7-b are shown by red lines. These lines are

used to calculate the relative rotation using equation (25).

Once the approximate rotation has been found, the approximate translation can be

determined. First, the approximate rotation is applied to align both segments. Next,

the approximate translation is computed to be the difference in the centroids of the two

segments as given by:

Tapp =







xapp

yapp






=

n1
∑

k=1

Rαapp
P seg1
k

n1

−
n2
∑

k=1

P seg2
k

n2

, (26)

whereRαapp
is the rotation matrix based onαapp, P seg1 andP seg2 are the sets of

points in segments 1 and 2 respectively.n1 andn2 are the cardinalities ofP seg1 and

P seg2 respectively.

The centroids of the segments in Fig. 7-a and Fig. 7-b are highlighted by red points.

The centroids are used to calculate the relative translation using equation (26).

3.8 Pose Tuning

After finding the approximate rotation and translations, these elements need to be

tuned. The tuned pose will be extracted in two steps using theRadon Transformand a

Similarity Index. First, to find the tuned rotation a Radon transform is used [27]. The

Radon transform is the projection of the image intensity along a radial line oriented at

a specific angle. The Radon image is generated by computing a Radon transform and

varying the Radon angle,θ, of the radial line onto which the original image is being

projected. For a given map,m(x, y), the Radon transform along the radial line of angle

θ is defined as:

rθ(x
′) =

∫ ∞

−∞

m(x′ cos θ − y′ sin θ, x′ sin θ + y′ cos θ)dy′, (27)
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where






x′

y′






=







cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ













x

y






. (28)

The Radon image generated by computing a Radon transform is acollection of all

possible projections for a larger set of angles. In a Radon image, the horizontal axis

represents all possible angles and the vertical axis is the Radon transform for individual

angles.

One of the characteristics of the Radon image is that the peakpoints occur when

the Radon angle,θ, aligns with straight line segments that occur in the image.The

approximate rotation is used to ensure that the correct peakis selected from the Radon

transform.

As a result, it is possible to resolve the exact rotation by looking for peaks in the

Radon images of both maps that are close to the approximate angle already computed.

αext = αapp + δtuning , (29)

δtuning = argmin
θ

(Rθ=0:180(m1)) − argmin
θ

(Rθ=0:180(Txapp,yapp,αapp
(m2))),

(30)

whereαext is the exact or tuned rotation angle andRθ=0:180(map) is the Radon image

of the input map over the specified domain of angles (θ). Tx,y,θ(map) means that the

input map is translated according to the values ofx, y and rotated byθ andm1 = map1

andm2 = map2.

After tuning the rotation, the translation is tuned. Here two methods are proposed

for translation tuning. The first method uses asimilarity index . A performance index

is used which has been introduced in [4]. This index measuresthe similarity of two

maps over some desired region. When there is more overlap between two maps, there
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will be an extremum in the index. This index is composed of twocomponents:

agr(map1,map2) = ♯{p = (x, y)|map1(p) = map2(p)},

dis(map1,map2) = ♯{p = (x, y)|map1(p) 6= map2(p)},
(31)

where the operator♯ over a given set returns the cardinality of the set. The similarity

index is defined as:

Jsim(map1,map2) = dis(map1,map2)− agr(map1,map2). (32)

The functionagr(·), the agreement index, is the number of known cells with equal

status in both maps (either both occupied or both free). The functiondis(·), the dis-

agreement index, is the number of cells which are known in at least one map and have

unequal status. A smaller disagreement index and larger agreement index will result

in a larger similarity index,Jsim. The maximum absolute value represents the best

translational match between the two maps. To find the maximalvalue, an exhaustive

search in the neighborhood of the approximate translation is done. It is challenging to

use guided search algorithms like Genetic Algorithms (GA) or Particle Swarm Opti-

mization (PSO) because in many cases the best solution may occur very close to very

poor solutions. The size of the search space is determined byexperience based on the

performance of the approximate translation method. In addition, if the total allowable

time for searching can be determined, the size of the search space can be specified such

that the search is completed within the allotted time. Usually a search space with a

radius of ten cells around the current approximate solutionis acceptable considering

the required time constraints and accuracy of the previous approximate result. The best

candidate translation vector is selected by determining the one with the best similarity

index:

Text =







xext

yext






= argmax

S

(|Jsim(m1, Tx,y,αext
(m2))|), (33)
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S = {(x, y) ⊂ N
2|xapp − δx < x < xapp + δx,

yapp − δy < y < yapp + δy} (34)

whereText is the tuned translation vector andS is the search space, defined as a rect-

angle centered at(xapp, yapp) with dimensions2δx × 2δy.

The second method of the translation tuning proposed in hereis based on the image

entropy. Image entropy for an input map is defined as:

H(map) = −
∑

p log2(p), (35)

wherep is the normalized histogram of the map. Entropy is a statistical measure of the

randomness associated with the map and is usually applied tocharacterize the texture.

An accurate translation corresponds to the minimum entropy, therefore the follow-

ing relation gives the best translation vector:

Text =







xext

yext






= argmin

S

{H(F(m1, Txx,yy,αext
(m2))}

F(m1,m2) means both maps are fused using (9) and are in the same coordinate frame

according to the coordinates of the first input,m1. H(·) is the entropy of the image as

defined in equation (35).S is the same as equation (34) andText is translation vector

to be verified.

3.9 Pose Verification

After finding the best candidate for the transformation matrix, a verification is per-

formed in thePose Verification block. In case of false matching, a verification is
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Figure 8: Robots equipped with the laser rangefinder, MEMS IMU and wheel encoders
(not visible)

required to ensure the results are accurate. The verification process acts as a check on

whether the previous blocks operated correctly. If the percentage of the verification

is lower than a threshold, the results are rejected and the process can start over with

other segments or at a later time when the maps have more overlaps. The verification

method, called similarity verification, uses the ratio ofagr(·) anddis(·) as given by:

V (m1,m
′

2) =
agr(m1,m

′
2)× 100%

agr(m1,m′
2) + dis(m1,m′2)

,

m′

2 = Txext,yext,αext
(m2) (36)

wherem1 andm2 are two input maps andV (m1,m
′
2) is the verification index.m′

2 is

translated according toxext andyext and rotated based onαext. If V (m1,m
′
2) is more

than a threshold, then the proposed transformation can be accepted. The maximum

verification percentage occurs when the maps are perfectly aligned.

4 Experimental Results for Validation

In this section, first hardware and software setups are explained, then the results of two

real world experiments are presented. In the end, comparison results are explained.
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Figure 9: A simple test environment with two robots for experiment 1.

4.1 Experimental Setups

In this research, multiple differential-wheeled robots are used. The robots are built by

CoroWare, Inc. and each is equipped with three types of sensors: two High Speed

Phidget encoders on the wheels, a UBG-05LN laser rangefinderfrom Hokuyo, and a

3DM-GX1 Microstrain IMU, as shown in Fig. 8. The laser rangefinder sensor can mea-

sure up to 4500 millimeters range over a sector of184.32o. The angular resolution is

0.36o resulting in 513 points for each scan. The IMU is based on Microelectromechan-

ical Systems (MEMS) and contains three types of integrated sensors: accelerometer,

gyroscope and magnetometer. Each of these gives measurements along the x, y and z

axes of the body frame, for a total of nine measurements. Datafrom these sensors are

fused with a cascaded EKF. Specifically, data from the laser rangefinder and IMU are

filtered sequentially to provide an estimate of the pose of the robot.

4.2 Experiment 1: Simple Test Environment with Two Robots

Fig. 9 shows the approximate floor plan and dimensions of an indoor environment used

for experimentation. This room has been surveyed by two robots from different initial

positions which are assumed unknown.

Fig. 10-a shows the local map provided byrobot1, and Fig. 11-a shows the local

map provided byrobot2. In both figures, gray cells are unknown, white cells are free,
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a b c d

Figure 10:a) m1, occupancy grid map of the test environment provided by the first
robot.b) Canny edgesc) Smoothed edgesd) Matching segment in white color

a b c d

Figure 11:a)m2, occupancy grid map of the test environment provided by the second
robotb) Canny edgesc) Smoothed edgesd) Matching segment in white color

and black cells are obstacles. The size of all maps is400 × 400 cells with identical

resolution.

Fig. 10-b and Fig. 11-b show the effects of theEdge Detectionblock on the two

maps. These figures show boundaries of occupied cells which will be used in the next

block.

Fig. 10-c and Fig. 11-c show the results of theEdge Smoothingblock formap1 and

map2, respectively. Extracted edges are smoothed to remove redundant edges caused

by sensor noise.

Fig. 10-d and Fig. 11-d show two matching segments frommap1 andmap2 in

white which are the results of theSegmentation, Segment VerificationandCross Cor-

relationblocks.

The criterion to select these segments for matching is implemented in theSegment

Verification and Cross Correlationblocks. In the first block, arc and distance his-

tograms are used to verify a segment. As explained, a segmentwith a flat distance
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Figure 12:a) A straight wall segmentb) Arc histogram of the straight segmentc) Dis-
tance histogram of the straight segment,d) A featured wall segmente) Arc histogram
of the featured segmentf) Distance histogram of the featured segment

a b c d

Figure 13:a) Both maps in the same coordinates with marked segments,b) Fitted lines
on segments to extract relative orientation,c), Both maps in the coordinates ofm1 after
approximate transformation,d) Rotation improvement after Radon transformation

histogram or a sharp arc histogram is not a good segment for map merging. Fig. 12-a

shows a flat segment with its distance and arc histograms in Fig. 12-b and Fig. 12-

c, respectively. Fig. 12-d shows a non-flat segment. Its distance and arc histograms

are depicted in Fig. 12-e and Fig. 12-f, respectively. The flat segment is not a good

candidate for map merging while the second segment is. If segments have acceptable

histograms, they are matched by the cross correlation operation and if the similarity is

high enough, they are used for map merging.

Fig. 13-a shows both maps on the coordinates ofmap1 with identified common

segments. Fig. 13-b shows the fitted lines of the two similar segments. The angle

between these two lines is an approximation of the relative orientation of the two maps.

After finding the approximate rotation, equation (26) is used to find the approximate

translation. These operations are performed in theApproximate Pose Extractionblock.
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Fig. 13-c shows both maps in the coordinates ofmap1 after the approximate trans-

formation. It is clear from the figure that this transformation is not accurate and needs

further modification.
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Figure 14:a) Radon image ofm1 over 180 degreesb) peak point of the Radon image

The next step is tuning the rotation angle and the translation which are performed in

thePose Tuningblock. First the orientation is tuned by the Radon transform. Fig. 14-a

and Fig. 14-b show the Radon images formap1 andmap2 respectively after applying

the approximate transformation. As Fig. 14-c and Fig. 14-d show, the peak point of

the Radon image formap1 happens to be at 90 degrees while for the approximately

transformedmap2 it is 94 degrees. The difference of 4 degrees is the tuning angle that

should be added to the original approximate angle as determined by equation (29).

Fig. 13-d shows both maps in the coordinates ofmap1 after applying the proposed

Radon tuning method. Clearly, this figure shows the effective improvement over the
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relative rotation angle shown in Fig 13-c.

The next step is tuning the translation. Fig. 15 shows a 3D representation of the

similarity indices over a set of translation vectors along the vertical and horizontal axes

following a raster scan pattern. As indicated, the best similarity index occurs at the best

translation, which is shown by a circle.

As an alternative method for the translation tuning, Fig. 16shows the entropy of

both maps when they are in the coordinates ofmap1. Once again it is noted that the

minimum entropy corresponds to the transformation matrix that was found.

Finally, Fig. 17 shows the final overlapped maps with exact rotation and translation

elements.
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Figure 15: 3D representation of the sim-
ilarity index over the search space. The
best similarity index occurs at the best
transformation.

Figure 16: 3D representation of the en-
tropy of the fused maps over the search
space. The best translation occurs at the
minimum entropy.

To verify the results, the proposed method in thePose Verificationblock is used.

The verification index using the similarity index introduced in equation (36) is95%

which is the peak of all verification indices over the search space. This is shown in Fig.

18.
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Figure 17: Final alignment of both maps
in the coordinates ofmap1
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Figure 18: 3D representation of the verifi-
cation index over the search space for the
fused maps. The maximum value occurs
at the best translation.

4.3 Experiment 2: More Complex Environment with Three Robots

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, an experiment is performed

using three robots in an environment with the approximate size of 17 × 10 meters.

Fig. 19 shows the approximate floor plan of the test environment.

Each robot generates a local occupancy grid map of the environment. At certain

specified time intervals, the robots share their local maps with each other. Fig. 20

shows the three local maps generated by the three robots. Note that the left part of

the test environment was out of the range of the laser rangefinders for all three robots.

The three maps.map1, map2 andmap3, are provided byrobot1, robot2 androbot3

respectively. The proposed map fusion algorithm is assumedto be done onrobot1 with

map2 andmap3 being integrated intomap1.

Fig. 21-a shows the result of map fusion ofmap2 intomap1 using the approximate

translation and tuned rotation:T x,y,θ =

[

x y θ

]T

=

[

43 −13 19.8

]T

.

After applying the proposed tuning method for translation,the tuned transformation

becomesT x,y,θ =

[

x y θ

]T

=

[

40 −16 19.8

]T

. Fig. 21-b shows the exact

alignment formap2 intomap1. The verification index after final alignment is97% and

the results of the similarity index and image entropy are consistent.
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Figure 19: Floor plan of the real world test environment. Start and stop points of the
robots are marked with triangles and stop signs, respectively. The trajectory of each
robot is depicted with dashed lines and obstacles are shown in dark color. All markings
are approximate.

a b c

Figure 20: Three local maps provided by three robots based onthe approximate di-
mensions and trajectories of Fig. 19.a) m1 provided byrobot1, b) m2 provided by
robot2, c) m3 provided byrobot3

The next step is to fusemap1 with map3. Similarly Fig. 22-a shows results of map

fusion with the approximate translation and tuned rotation. Fig. 22-b shows the result

of the tuned alignment. Approximate and exact translationsfor the fusion ofmap1

andmap3 are

[

−74 23 192.8

]T

and

[

−67 32 192.8

]T

, respectively. After the

final alignment the verification index is98%. The proposed entropy method is verified

by the results.
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a

b

Figure 21: Map fusion form1 andm2

based on the local maps presented in
Fig. 20-a, ba) alignment of two maps af-
ter approximated translation and tuned ro-
tation,b) alignment of two maps after ex-
act transformation. Differences between
the approximate and tuned maps are high-
lighted.

a

b

Figure 22: Map fusion form1 and m3

based on the local maps presented in
Fig. 20-a, ca) alignment of two maps af-
ter approximated translation and tuned ro-
tation,b) alignment of two maps after ex-
act transformation. Differences between
the approximate and tuned maps are high-
lighted.

From the Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, it is clear the “approximate” maps are quite accurate.

This is generally the case. However, if the approximate rotation or translations are

highly inaccurate, it can result in higher computation timein the tuning step due to the

increased search space.
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Finally, Fig. 23 shows all three local maps fused together and shown in the local

coordinates ofmap1.

Figure 23: Map fusion form1, m2 andm3 based on the local maps presented in
Fig. 20-a, b, c;m2 andm3 are transformed to the coordinates ofm1 after determining
the tuned transformation matrices

It is clear from the results that the three robot team is able to map the environment

more quickly than one robot alone. Each robot in the team generates a map of some

part of the workspace and then, if there is some overlap between the maps, all local

maps can be fused into a global map. It is important to note that the robots are not

required to meet at any point to determine their relative positions, this information is

generated from the maps themselves.

4.4 Discussion: Parameter Selection

Throughout the algorithm, many parameters are introduced which need to be tuned for

good performance. Table 1 lists these parameters. These parameters have been tuned

by trial and error; however, it is possible to use non-derivative optimization methods

which is beyond the scope of the paper. Repeated experimentsshow that changing these

parameters in a small interval does not affect the quality ofthe output significantly. The

pairs, in the “Value” column of Table 1, correspond to minimum and maximum val-
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ues of the parameter to generate acceptable results. The value ofth, mentioned in the

first row of Table 1, is relative to the maximum of the gradientmagnitude of the map,

defined in equation (11) and calculated online during the edge detection process. In

general, these parameters are dependent on the map resolution and sensor characteris-

tics and need to be tuned properly.

Table 1: List of important parameters with their acceptableminimum and maximum
values. The pairs, stated for most parameters, correspond to minimum and maximum
values of the parameter which generate acceptable results.For instance, (90, 97) for
the Pose Verification means that the repeated experiments with minimum verification
index of 90% and maximum of 97% provide acceptable results.

Block Parameter Value

Edge
Detection

th: high threshold max(Es)
tl: low threshold 0.4th

Edge Smoothing dt: smoothing threshold (9, 11)
Segmentation n: number of points in each segment (45, 55)

Segment
Verification

hd: distance histogram threshold, equation (22) (2, 5)
ωc: discontinuity threshold, equation (23) (5, 8)
number of bins of a histogram (5, 9)

Pose Verification verification threshold (%) (90, 97)

4.5 Discussion: Comparison Results

The proposed method has been compared with adaptive random walk (ARW) map

merging [4]. ARW is based on search and verification. In ARW, the similarity indices

of two maps are calculated given a set of transformations. The set is composed of

known rotations and translations. The transformation corresponding to the best simi-

larity index is selected as the start point of an adaptive random walk search to merge

the maps more accurately. Finding the initial transformation from the set takes the

majority of the processing time. To compare the results withARW, a faster version of

ARW is used where a set of144 transformations have been investigated. In this case

the proposed algorithm runs at least ten times faster.

Table 2 summarizes the comparison of the processing times for the two experi-
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ments. To perform an accurate comparison, all computationswere performed on a

Core2Duo 2.66 GHz laptop. In the first experiment, the algorithm takes about84 sec-

onds to run. This is about half of the time that the algorithm presented in [4] required

to run on the identical environment producing similar results. For the second experi-

ment, the entire algorithm required about95 seconds to run, which is less than the time

required for ARW.

Table 2: Comparison of Processing Times
Method Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Map segmentation ≈ 84 sec ≈ 95 sec
ARW map merging [4] ≈ 152 sec ≈ 160 sec

Table 3 compares verification indices of the these two methods for the two exper-

iments. In the first experiment the indices are close but in the second experiment, the

proposed method provides a better verification index.

Table 3: Comparison of Verification Indices
Method Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Map segmentation ≈ 95 % ≈ 98 %
ARW map merging [4] ≈ 95 % ≈ 94 %

In experiment 1 the amount of overlap was approximately35%, in experiment 2

the average overlap of the original maps was approximately25% . However, it is

important to note that success or failure of the map merging process is more dependent

on the existence of matchable segments within the overlapping sections of the map than

on the actual size of overlapping sections of the maps.

According to the size and processing time of the maps in experiment 1 and experi-

ment 2, the time complexity isO(n1n2) wheren1 andn2 are the size of each of the two

maps being merged. Space complexity of the algorithm, whichis the required mem-

ory, grows quadratically, as the number of the cells in the maps grow quadratically. The

size of the selected segments also affect the processing time. If the size of the segments
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are smaller than the typical values, introduced in Table 1, then more processing time

is required. If the size of the segments are larger than the introduced values, then the

algorithm might fail to find the matching segments. Variation of the time complexity of

the proposed algorithm for the given values of the segment size in Table 1 is negligible.

The feature extraction method proposed here based on segment matching is partic-

ularly well-suited to matching occupancy grid map structures. Other feature extraction

methods designed to work on imagery, such as Fourier transform, were tested and pro-

duced poorer results.

It should be stated that, in this work, the paths of the robotswere planneda priori

with the real focus of the approach being on map merging. In future studies we will

explore how to combine the proposed map merging approach with path planning for

efficient real time exploration and localization.

In addition, in this work maps are aligned only once to find therelative transfor-

mation between the two robot poses. Once this transformation is known, it is assumed

that further explored parts of the map can be easily fused. Itwould be interesting to

explore how the performance could be improved if the map merging process happens

repeatedly as the robots explore the environment.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a new method of multiple robot SLAM is developed. The proposed

method is based on improvements made to single robot SLAM algorithms. Results are

verified with tests performed in real environments. Novel aspects of this approach in-

clude, preprocessing of occupancy grid maps using Canny Edge detection and smooth-

ing, segmentation using a novel histogram method to find unique geometrical charac-

teristics, cross correlation to find matching patterns in maps, methods for determining

approximate and exact transformation matrices that relatethe maps, and verification.

A major advantage of this approach is that there is no need forthe robots to meet one
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another to determine their relative positions. They can do localization and mapping

independently without relying on tracking one another.

In the future, improving the pose extraction by using bettersearch algorithms will

be investigated. Incorporating tracking information can also improve the results, mean-

ing that if the robots do happen to see each other, they can findtheir relative poses

quickly and easily and use them to generate more accurate results.
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